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Griffin Drake just wanted a story, but he finds himself wanting Jim Shea's heart, instead.

Detective James "Jim" Shea is a Seattle homicide detective who has never taken his work home with him--
until now. A case has gotten under his skin and though it's "over," it isn't for Jim. The emotional toll has left
him vulnerable and tied to the victim's dying father.

Meanwhile, Hollywood comes calling for a hot story, and screenwriter Griffin Drake sees the tragic case as
his ticket to more serious fare than his usual action blockbusters. But to get the whole story he needs to win
over the stoic and protective Detective Shea.

Neither man has had much luck when it comes to romance or long-term relationships and neither is
particularly looking, but there's an attraction from their first meeting that can't be denied. Their impromptu
first date seems to have no end in sight--and quickly becomes a barreling freight train of romance.

Looming problems outside threaten their relationship--death, secrets, and broken trust--and they'll have to
learn loyalty to save their newfound love.

Publisher's Note: This book contains explicit sexual content, graphic language, and situations that some
readers may find objectionable: Male/male sexual practices.
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From reader reviews:

Linda Yohe:

The particular book Love & Loyalty has a lot associated with on it. So when you read this book you can get a
lot of benefit. The book was authored by the very famous author. Mcdougal makes some research prior to
write this book. This book very easy to read you may get the point easily after scanning this book.

Sally Rose:

Do you have something that you like such as book? The publication lovers usually prefer to decide on book
like comic, limited story and the biggest some may be novel. Now, why not attempting Love & Loyalty that
give your enjoyment preference will be satisfied by reading this book. Reading routine all over the world can
be said as the method for people to know world better then how they react in the direction of the world. It
can't be explained constantly that reading routine only for the geeky particular person but for all of you who
wants to end up being success person. So , for all of you who want to start studying as your good habit, you
can pick Love & Loyalty become your current starter.

Hazel Fletcher:

Beside this specific Love & Loyalty in your phone, it could give you a way to get closer to the new
knowledge or information. The information and the knowledge you can got here is fresh from your oven so
don't always be worry if you feel like an outdated people live in narrow village. It is good thing to have Love
& Loyalty because this book offers for you readable information. Do you occasionally have book but you
would not get what it's interesting features of. Oh come on, that wil happen if you have this within your
hand. The Enjoyable set up here cannot be questionable, just like treasuring beautiful island. So do you still
want to miss it? Find this book along with read it from right now!

Carlos Tabor:

Do you like reading a guide? Confuse to looking for your selected book? Or your book has been rare? Why
so many query for the book? But almost any people feel that they enjoy with regard to reading. Some people
likes reading, not only science book but additionally novel and Love & Loyalty or perhaps others sources
were given knowledge for you. After you know how the truly amazing a book, you feel wish to read more
and more. Science reserve was created for teacher or even students especially. Those ebooks are helping
them to include their knowledge. In additional case, beside science e-book, any other book likes Love &
Loyalty to make your spare time far more colorful. Many types of book like this one.
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